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Entel HX482S handheld
transceiver with Selcall
£196.08

DESCRIPTION
Entekl HX482S handheld transceiver with Selcall
For those who want the benefits of 5-tone selective calling without the need for more than
16-channels or an LCD screen, the compact entry level selcall HX400 provides exactly what they
require. From the compact ergonomic design that fits comfortably in your hand, to the
exceptionally loud audio that enables you to communicate in the noisiest environments, this
radio, positioned as an entry level 5-tone model, easily outclasses its competition.
With 16 channels, this model, like all our HX series portables, is built to meet the MIL-STD
810C/D/E/F rating for tough enduring performance and in addition has a superior IP55 splash
proof construction.
Utilising the latest intelligent Lithium-Ion battery technology with battery cycle count* the entry

elimination of memory effect means there is no need to fully discharge the cells before
recharging.
you are assured a full duty cycle each and every time you take your radio
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Both HT and HX series portables have the facility to scan for an active channel. When an active
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select that channel for you. Priority scan will allow
you to select one channel in the scan list that is treated as a "Priority". It will be checked more
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in the list. features to its range of radios. Using Flash
Upgrade technology your radios can be upgraded by your Dealer at any time
Robust accessory socket
A completely redesigned accessory connector, when secured to the portable, is designed to
withstand any amount of punishment from dropping to careless misuse. Furthermore, the
securing bolt incorporates a shearing point to protect the connector.
On selcall and advanced variants, the connector provides a programmable interface for audio
accessories and data devices, as well as a custom interface for any special applications.
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